The current global health emergency forces most companies to maximize the smart working solution.

In order to ensure performance and security, IT departments are faced with a new challenge.

To cope with this new scenario, organizations should be focused on these main aspects:
We can identify how a potential attacker can cause a threat to your system from the outside of your network. Our team can assess the security of your infrastructure, including your devices, servers, applications, and encryption technology.

PQE Group can support your company with a first analysis to discover outstanding security issues in your IT systems. The overwhelming amount of news coverage surrounding the Covid19 outbreak has created a new danger related to Cyber Attacks.

**We offer:**

- **External Network Vulnerability Assessment**
  - We can identify how a potential attacker can cause a threat to your system from the outside of your network. Our team can assess the security of your infrastructure, including your devices, servers, applications, and encryption technology.

- **Web Application Vulnerability Assessment**
  - Unsafe web applications offer hackers an attractive attack surface and convenient entry point into your IT environment. PQE Cyber Team protects you with incisive, thorough and precise scans.

- **Simulated Covid19 Phishing Attack**
  - PQE can help you identify in detail how vulnerable your organization is to phishing attacks, testing how your staff respond to coronavirus-based phishing threat with a simulated and controlled attack.

PQE Group consultants have been working remotely for years, and have the know-how to suggest IT technical solutions for improving Smart Working performance, efficiency, business continuity and security.

PQE Group provides:
- IT Infrastructure, systems and data management assessment to identify any gaps, criticalities and bottlenecks
- Cyber Threats Check Up
- IT Technical solutions focused on performance, security and business continuity
- Support to IT technical solutions implementation
- Remote End User Support